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Polarization in free standing chiral and nonchiral smectic films
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There is no fundamental reason that nonchiral liquid crystals should not be ferroelectric. In this paper
nonchiral flexoelectric effects~particularly leading to the specific orientation phenomena for smectic films in
electric fields! are investigated in freely suspended films. Optical reflectivity measurements are presented for
the region near the smectic-C* –smectic-A and smectic-C–smectic-A phase transitions. Temperature depen-
dences of the tilt angle are determined for two kinds of smectic structures where polarization is either perpen-
dicular or parallel to the tilt plane.@S1063-651X~99!03104-9#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 64.70.Md, 68.10.Cr, 77.84.Nh
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I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of molecules form liquid crystalline phases~see,
e.g., the Ref.@1#!. Many mesogen molecules have symm
tries consistent with the formation of ferroelectric phases
nonzero dipole moments. Ferroelectric ordering is, howe
extremely rare in positionally disordered liquids or liqu
crystals, and, since the discovery of ferroelectric liquid cr
tals @2#, it has been assumed usually that ferroelectricity
possible only in a chiral smectic-C* phase (SmC* ) that has
a polar symmetry groupC2 . In this case the polarization ca
be written asP5P@n3z#, wheren is the director@3# andz
is the smectic layer normal. The necessary conditions for
existence of nonzero polarization are a finite tilt angleu
Þ0) and a molecular dipole perpendicular to the long axis
molecules. In racemic mixtures, which contain both ena
omers ~that is, molecules that are mirror images of ea
other! in equal amounts, the electric polarization vanish
Obviously, the electric polarization is directly connect
with molecular chirality in the SmC* ferroelectric liquid
crystals.

Orientational order in both tilted smectic phases~namely,
SmC* and SmC) can be characterized by the two
component order parameterc5u exp(if) or by so-calledc
director ~projection of the directorn onto the layer plane!
@3#. In the SmC* phase, molecular chirality induces
twisted structure with a certain pitch. When going along
z coordinate the directorn ~as well as thec director! and the
polarization P rotate. Therefore, strictly speaking, th
smectic-C* phases can be considered as ferroelectric onl
two dimensions because the direction of the polarization v
ies helically in the direction orthogonal to the smectic laye
A spiral structure of such type is typical for chiral system

Intuitively it is clear why ferroelectricity is a rather rar
and specific phenomenon in liquid crystals in spite of the f
that their molecules almost always possess nonzero di
moments. Typically the free energy is larger when dissim
chemical parts~e.g., hydrophobic and hydrophilic! of mol-
ecules are in contact. Thus interactions between chemic
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~4!/4143~10!/$15.00
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dissimilar parts of molecules~as well as steric ones! in a
general case are expected to discourage ferroelectri
Moreover, in liquid crystals the polar interactions are usua
rather small. Coulomb interaction results only in a weak te
dency toward polar order, depending, however, on the p
distribution function. Nevertheless this tendency can lead
a ferroelectric order in systems with at least partially freez
molecular motions, as is the case in smectic-C* phases.

Note that there is no unambiguous correspondence
tween the chirality of molecules and the existence of
macroscopic ferroelectric properties or structures th
formed. Attempts at observation of ferroelectricity in no
chiral liquid crystals are, as a rule, centered around synth
and investigations of nonconventional liquid crystallin
structures@4#. Recently@5,6#, we observed an anomalous or
entation of conventional smectic structures in electric fie
~for example, in the SmC* free standing film the tilt plane o
the molecules is oriented parallel to an electric field!. The
present paper is devoted to investigations of this ‘‘unusu
orientation, and to nonchiral origin of the polarization in th
SmC* and SmC structures. These phenomena are dem
strated to be typical of the smectic liquid crystalline film
We have determined the order parameters~tilt angles! for the
different types of films~polarization is either perpendicula
or parallel to the molecular tilt plane!.

Note that free standing smectic films are interesting
their own right, but in addition are a new thermodynamic
state of matter~like liquids or solids!. Free standing films
exist only for smectic phases having some tendency to c
struct layer structures. The large effects of surface orde
were observed above the bulk SmC-SmA transition tempera-
ture Tc @7–13#. The SmC ordering appears in films at
temperature about 20 °C aboveTc @7,8#. The thinnest free
standing films have just two smectic monolayers. But ev
two monolayers experience certain internal forces fixing b
monolayers close to each other. Without such forces,
standing films do not exist~as in the case of isotropic liquid
or nematic phases!. There is also another demonstration
this statement. For thin films there is a definite temperat
4143 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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4144 PRE 59ANDREEVA, DOLGANOV, GORS, FOURET, AND KATS
stability region for each thickness, or in others words, th
are definite thinning transitions temperaturesT(N) @14,15#.
Upon increasing the temperature the film undergoes la
thinning transitions before it finally ruptures at a certain te
perature which is usually 20230 °C higher than the bulk
smectic-isotropic liquid or smectic-nematic phase transit
temperatures.

The organization of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
formulate our model and introduce~in the framework of the
Landau theory! the basic thermodynamics necessary for o
discussions. In this section we present expressions for
spatially dependent order parameter profiles in the vicinity
so-called ordinary, extraordinary, and surface phase tra
tions in free standing smectic films. Section III contains o
experimental results including optical-reflectivity measu
ments in chiral and nonchiral free standing films, which
lowed us to find the reorientation temperature, its dep
dences on the film thicknesses, and an average tilt angle~i.e.,
the order parameter!. Section IV is devoted to a discussio
and summary of our main results.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

The SmC structure is distorted in the SmC* phase with a
spatial variation of the order parameter. In any layer the
der parameter is equal in magnitudeucu ~tilt angle u), but
slightly different in direction~anglef). The order paramete
is a two-component vector, and, as we mentioned above
SmC* phase has a polar axis~and therefore may have
ferroelectric polarization! perpendicular to the tilt plane
However, there is also the following principal possibility
prepare ferroelectric structures: the orientation ofc is the
same in neighboring layers, while the magnitude of the or
parameterucu ~angleu) is continuously varied from layer to
layer. This is a nonchiral ferroelectric smectic structure. T
polarizationP should appear in the tilt plane. The structu
of such type can be realized in freely suspended sme
films.

In fact, since the bend ofc removes thec-z mirror sym-
metry plane, it produces a local chiral symmetry breaki
This breaking of chiral symmetry can occur on two distin
length scales~microscopic or macroscopic!. The distinction
between microscopic and macroscopic chiral symme
breaking is similar to the distinction between spontane
and induced order parameters. As we will see below, we d
with an induced order.

There are two effects related to the existence of the
face in free standing films. The first is a pure geometrical o
~finite size effects!. The surfaces break the translational a
rotational invariances~because any specific surface brea
the translational invariance, and the normal to the surfac
a specific direction which breaks the rotational invarianc!.
In addition, certainly, there are physical modifications of t
system due to the existence of the surface~surface effects!.
The surface can suppress the bulk ordering~this case is tra-
ditionally called the ordinary phase transition!, the surface
can enhance the bulk ordering~this is called the extraordi
nary phase transition!, or as a third possibility the surface ca
experience an intrinsic critical behavior. There is also a
called special phase transition which is intermediate betw
ordinary and extraordinary transitions.
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Thus for any finite system having boundaries~and par-
ticularly for free standing films! one can introduce at leas
three types of specific local characteristics of the syste
among these the most convenient are susceptibilities:
bulk susceptibilityxb which is a response function with re
spect to the bulk fieldH ~i.e., external action, conjugate t
the bulk order parameterc), the local surface susceptibility
x1 which is a response function of surface ordering w
respect to the same bulk field, and the local surface sus
tibility x1,1 which is a response function with respect to t
local surface fieldH1 . In addition, we should distinguish
these local properties from the surface contribution, which
in fact a nonlocal property, describing, roughly speaking,
difference between the energy of a given system and
energy for the same system but without surfaces. Thus th
is a fourth susceptibilityxs . It is necessary to keep all thes
susceptibilities in mind when considering a theoretical d
scription of experimental data.

In order to escape a conflict between experiment a
theory, we suggest that generalized fieldsH andH1 ~they are
not necessary magnetic or electric fields; e.g., the most
evant local action on the surfaces of free standing films is
anchoring field! do not depend on coordinates in the plane
a film, andH1 is coupled only to the module of the orde
parameteru. In this case the theory is reduced to the w
known Landau theory for a scalar order parameter@16#.
However due to its importance for the present context~and
for convenience! we mainly repeat known results but app
these to our concrete case~the smectic-A–smectic-C transi-
tion in free standing films!. This is just the case where it i
easy and more useful to derive these results for the conc
system under consideration than to try to find the suita
references, and to modify all expressions to apply them
the case.

Let us first consider an ordinary phase transition. FoT
.Tc ~let us remember that this is the most relevant case
our systems! one can obtain the following profile of the orde
parameter@7#:

u~x!5ub2~ub2u1!
cosh@x2~L/2jb!#

cosh~L/2jb!
, ~1!

where x[z/jb ,jb is the bulk correlation length,ub is the
bulk value of the order parameter, and

u15
~l/jb!ub tanh~L/2jb!1H1~l/C!

11~l/jb!tanh~L/2jb!
. ~2!

Here l is a constant having the dimension of length; it
called the extrapolation length,C is the Landau coefficient a
the gradient term~‘‘elastic modulus’’!, and H1 is a local
surface field.

The expression given below assumes that the smectA
order parameter~i.e., smectic-A density modulation! is a
constant through the film thickness. This is not always
case for free standing smectic films, where the smectiA
order parameter@as well as smectic-C one ~i.e., the tilt
angle!# varies spatially. In this case, instead of Eq.~1! one
can derive a rather bulky expression, having the form o
certain convolution of two functions of the type~1!. How-
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ever, the qualitative behavior in both cases is not much
ferent, and we will not discuss the phenomenon further.

For T5Tc ,H50,H1Þ0 ~in fact it requiresjb@L) we
have a nonexponential behavior. For smallH1 and nearz
50,u changes linearly with distance from the surface:

u~x!5u12
z

l
~ub2u1!.

Note that extrapolating this behavior to negativez one finds
u(z)50 at z52l. Due to this fact the constantl is called
the extrapolation length.

Let us define now an average order parameter over
thickness of the film,

ū5
1

LE0

L

u~z!dz5ub2
2

L

jb„ub2H1~l/C!…

coth~L/2jb!1~l/jb!
. ~3!

It has a rather evident structure, including both bulk a
surface contributions

ū[ub2
2

L
us ,

where

us5
1
2 E

0

L

dz@ub2u~z!#, ~4!

and from Eq.~4! one can obtain in the limitjb@L,

us5jb~ub2u1!5
jb„ub2~H1l/C!…

11~l/jb!
. ~5!

For extraordinary phase transitions~i.e., if l,0) the surface
enhances the ordering, and therefore on the surface one
expect the onset of ordering before~i.e., at higher tempera
tures! it occurs in the bulk. Thus in this case one can exp
a surface transition for temperaturesTcs.Tc . But of course
at Tc , due to the onset of the bulk order, the surface w
experience some critical behavior as well. In the regime
Tc,T,Tcs the bulk correlation lengthjb is finite, and the
order decays exponentially quickly from its maximum val
u1 at the surface toward zero in the bulk. One can find
transition temperature for the surface layer~see, e.g., Ref.
@16#!:

Tcs

Tc
215

C

Tc
l22. ~6!

In this case the profile of the order parameter can
found again from Eq.~1! but u1 is not zero now even a
H150. At Tc ~or as we mentioned above atjb@L) the order
parameter profile decays algebraically, fromu1 at the surface
to zero in the bulk.

Note that the responsex̄ of the total order parameter of
sample to a uniform external field is often experimenta
more accessible than eitherx1 or x1,1. If x̄ is measured in a
sample withl,0, two divergences should appear as t
temperature is lowered. The first will appear atTcs with x̄
}(T2Tcs)

21Ajb , ~in the mean-field approximation! where
f-

e

d
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t
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e
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A is the surface area of the sample. The second diverge
appears atTc with the mean-field Curie lawx̄}(T
2Tc)

21V, whereV is the volume of the sample.
Thus there are two mechanisms of smectic-C ordering in

free standing films above the bulk smectic-C–smectic-A
transition temperature. That is, for the ordinary phase tra
tion (l.0) the only mechanism inducing ordering is co
nected with the surface fieldH1 ~most plausibly it is an an-
choring field!, and the order parameter profile is determin
by Eq.~1!. For the extraordinary phase transition (l,0) the
surface phase transition takes place at the temperatureTcs
found above Eq.~6!. For l,0 both surface and bulk fluc
tuations contribute equally to thermodynamic~e.g., ferro-
electric! properties, and therefore these properties appea
the sum of two independent parts which diverge at differ
temperatures.

In both cases the spatial variation of the order param
allows for free standing films, the bending deformations
the director strongly being suppressed in the bulk sme
phases. In turn these deformations can create a polariza
Pf due to the well known flexoelectric effect@17,1,3#

Pf5e1~n div n!1e3~rotn!3n. ~7!

It involves two coefficients with the dimensions of an ele
tric potential. Rough estimations of these coefficients, ba
on the calculation of the fraction of the molecules whi
achieve the ordering of their dipoles to ensure the maxim
packing density, give

e.mdK
N1/3

T
,

wheremd is the molecular dipole moment,K is elastic Frank
constant, andN is the number of molecules per unit volum

So in our geometry the polarization vectorPf should be
parallel to the tilt plane, and the absolute value of the po
ization is given as

uPf u.e
]u

]z
,

where the functionu(z) can be found from Eq.~1!. Among
the symmetry groups admitting a flexoelectric relation b
tween the deformation and the polarization in the plane
the ferroelectric axis, let us mention groupsD2 and D2d
which are the plausible symmetry groups for free stand
films of smectic-C phases.

In Sec. III we will see that the consequences of this si
plest model are consistent with our experimental data.
order to say more, we require a further knowledge of a nu
ber of parameters entering the Landau theory. Unfortuna
using only our data we are not able to extract values of
necessary parameters. Therefore, we will not quantitativ
compare our data with this theory, since with too many u
known parameters the theory tends to become an exercis
curve fitting. Note, however, that there is a qualitative agr
ment. For example, more likely, the smectic-C ordering in
the free standing films under consideration is induced
surface phase transitions~so we are dealing with extraordi
nary phase transitions atTc) and the transition temperatur
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Tcs , according to Eq.~6!, is inversely proportional tol2.
Thus we have the following tendency: the greater the diff
ence between the bulk and the surface transition points,
lessl is, and one can expect the specific configuration of
film ~which we will call the C configuration! which was
really observed in our experiments~see also Sec. III and
discussions in Sec. IV, where we will see that dipole-dip
interactions also favor theC configuration of the film!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we report results of optical-reflectivi
measurements in linearly polarized light on freely suspen
films of chiral and nonchiral liquid crystal compounds ne
SmA-SmC transitions. This method enables us to determ
directly the orientation of the optical axis in the films and t
temperature behavior of the tilt angle. Our samples were
ral liquid crystalline compoundn-noniloxybenzylidene-n’-
amino-2-methylbutylcinnamate~NOBAMBC! and nonchiral
p-decyloxybenzoic acidp-n-hexyphenyl ester~DOBHOP!.
Bulk samples had the following phase transition tempe
tures: 91 °C~SmC*-SmA, NOBAMBC! and 78 °C ~SmC-
SmA, DOBHOP!. Some measurements were made on a m
ture of DOBHOP and nonchiral SmA liquid crystal
NO2-hexyloxyphenyl ester of hexylhydroxybenzoic ac
~C2!. X-ray diffraction measurements of the layer spaci
and tilt angle of the molecules in the SmC* and SmC phases
of the bulk samples were made using a curved linear posi
sensitive multidetector~l51.5406 Å!. Thick free standing
films for optical measurements were prepared by drawing
liquid crystal in the SmA phase across 4- or 6 mm holes
a glass plate. Thin films were obtained by layer-by-lay
thinning transitions above bulk SmA-I or SmA-N phase tran-
sition temperatures@14,15#. The incident light was linearly
polarized. Optical reflection was measured in the ‘‘bac
ward’’ geometry. The thickness of the film was determin
from the intensities and spectral dependence of the op
reflection in the SmA phase@18,19#,

I ~l!5
~n221!2 sin2~2pnNd/l!

4n21~n221!2 sin2~2pnNd/l!
, ~8!

whered is the interplanar distance,n is the refraction index,
andN is the number of smectic layers.

An electric field was applied in order to fix the polariz
tion directionP in the SmC phases. Our setup allows one
change the direction of the electric field in the plane of
film. Because of the coupling betweenP and the tilt plane,
the electric field aligns the direction of the tilt plane. For
uniformly oriented SmC film with an in-plane anisotropy o
the refractive index, the reflection spectra with the light p
larization plane oriented parallel (I p) and orthogonal (I o) to
the tilt plane can be measured. In our experiments the e
tric field was applied parallel (Ei) and perpendicular (E') to
the direction of the light polarization~corresponding reflec
tion intensities are denoted byI i and I' , respectively!. Two
types of measurements were performed. In thin films we
termined the temperature dependence of the relative op
reflection intensities (I' /I i). In thick films we measured the
wavelengths of the reflectivity minima for the reflectiv
spectraI' and I i .
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For films withN.40, the orientation of the tilt plane wa
determined from a comparison of the optical spectra for t
polarizations (I' and I i). The wavelength of the reflectivity
minimum depends on the refraction index (lm52nNd/k,k
51,2,3, . . . ). Since the refraction indexnp ~parallel to the
tilt plane! is larger thanno ~perpendicular to the tilt plane!,
the larger value oflm corresponds to the light polarizatio
which is parallel to the tilt plane. For thick films we als
measured the optical reflectivity at the wavelength near
reflectivity minimumlm . In this case the sensitivity of the
optical measurements could be essentially improved@20#.
For thin films the reflected intensity is proportional appro
mately to (n221)2:

I ~l!.N2p2d2~n221!2/l2. ~9!

Hence the larger value of the reflected intensity correspo
to the light polarization parallel to the tilt plane.

The average tiltu is more easily determined for the film
with reflectivity minima (N.40) and for thin films. Consid-
ering the molecules as rigid rods, the layer spacingdC in the
SmC phase may be taken as

dC5dA cosu, ~10!

wheredA is the layer spacing in the SmA phase. The refrac-
tive index in the direction perpendicular to the tilt plane do
not depend on the tilt angle~ordinary refraction indexno).
Thus, for ordinary waves,lm is proportional tod. Within
these approximations, the tilt angle can be found from
ratio

cosu5lmC /lmA , ~11!

wherelmC and lmA are the wavelengths of the reflectivit
minima for the tilted and untilted smectic phases, resp
tively.

For thin films the ratioI p /I o depends only on the refrac
tion coefficientsnp and no. When no is known, np can be
determined from the valuesI p /I o . Then, using the results
derived for uniaxial crystals@18,21# ~i.e., neglecting rather
weak biaxiality of SmC phases!, u can be found from

cos2 u5
no

2~ne
22np

2!

np
2~ne

22no
2!

. ~12!

For the determination ofu in films with an intermediate
thickness~8–40 layers! we used Eqs.~8!, ~10!, and~12! and
the measuredI' /I i values. For calculation ofu averaged
over the thickness of the film, in the case of NOBAMBC, w
used the values ofne and no for DOBAMBC @22# whose
molecules are similar to the molecules of NOBAMBC. Th
value of the layer spacing in the SmA phasedA was taken
from the x-ray measurements. Using the techniques
methods described above we have investigated the follow
systems.

A. Chiral liquid crystal with the ferroelectric Sm C* phase
in a bulk sample

Orientation of the films can clearly be observed for thi
films with minima in the reflection spectra. Figure 1 show
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the reflection spectra of the 50-layer film near the reflectiv
minima for two directions of the electric field. At low tem
peratures for theE' field lm is larger than correspondin
minimum for theEi field ~tilt plane is perpendicular to the
electric field!. This is exactly what is expected for the SmC*
type structure. The relative position of the minima at hi
temperatures is different from that at low temperatures,
plying a reorientation of the tilt plane by 90° upon heatin

Figures 2~a! and 2~c! shows the behavior of the reflecte
intensity for the 25-layer film nearTi when the electric field,
stabilizing thec-director orientation, changes by 90°. Belo
Ti the reflected intensityI' is larger thanI i that means tha
thec director is perpendicular to the electric field~usual ori-
entation!. Above Ti the intensityI' is smaller thanI i , i.e.,
the c director is parallel to the electric field~unusual orien-
tation!. Figure 2~b! shows the temperature range nearTi

FIG. 1. An example of reflection spectra at a temperature ab
~a! and below~b! the bulk transition temperature. The relative p
sitions of the reflectivity minima forE' and Euu are different for
temperatures above~a! and below~b! the bulk transition tempera
ture ~NOBAMBC!.

FIG. 2. Optical reflection intensity (l5630 nm) for smectic-
C* films in the electric fields applied parallel (Euu) and perpendicu-
lar (E') to the light polarization direction fromT1593.9 °C~a! to
T2594.6 °C ~c!. ~b! shows the temperature range fromT
593.9 °C to T594.3 °C ~heating of the sample!. Around Ti

594.1 °C an abrupt change of the orientation is obser
~NOBAMBC, N525).
y

-

~heating of the sample!. The tilt plane of the molecules
changes its orientation abruptly. The cooling run also sho
the step in the intensity curve, but at a lower temperat
than for the heating one.

For thick films (N.11) two temperature regions with dif
ferent P orientations with respect to the tilt plane are o
served. At low temperatures (T,Ti) electric fields orient the
SmC* films analogously to the bulk samples: the tilt plane
perpendicular to the electric field. At high temperaturesT
.Ti) the unusual orientation is observed: the tilt plane
parallel to the electric field.Ti decreases with an increase
the film thickness. The temperatures where the reorienta
of the films occurs are shown in Fig. 3. The lines in t
figure indicate the temperature ranges of the thermal hys
esis. For thin films we observed that the tilt plane was alw
perpendicular to the electric field~the ferroelectric polariza-
tion P is perpendicular to the tilt plane!. The temperature
dependences ofu for films without reflectivity minima were
calculated using our optical data (I' /I i), as described in this
section. Figure 4 shows the values ofu for the three-, five-,
and 19-layer films.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the m
suredlm values for the 50-layer film in electric fields applie

e

d

FIG. 3. TemperaturesTi , where the change of the orientation o
ferroelectric smectic-C* films takes place for different film thick-
nesses. The uncertainty of the temperatures~lines in the figure! is
due to reorientation hysteresis~NOBAMBC!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the average tilt for fi
thicknesses of three, five, 19, and 50 smectic layers, and for
bulk sample (x), NOBAMBC.
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parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the light pol
ization. One can see the increase oflm in the SmA phase of
the film (T.105 °C), followed by the decrease at low tem
peratures in the chiral SmC* phase. A splitting inlm ap-
pears at the surface phase transition into the SmC* phase.
When the temperature decreases, the differenceDlm for two
directions of the electric field increases, showing SmC* or-
dering. The increase oflm in the SmA phase is related par
tially to the temperature dependence of the layer spacing
was observed in our x-ray measurements on the bulk sam
The wavelengthslm in the SmA phase were fitted with a
linear law and extrapolated into the tilted smectic phase~Fig.
5!. The resultinglmA was used@see Eq.~11!# for the deter-
mination ofu in SmC* phase for the 50-layer film. For thes
calculations,lmC were taken for the direction of the ordinar
refraction index, that is,lmC for the E' field at T.Ti and
lmC for the Ei field at T,Ti(Ti is denoted by the vertica
line in Fig. 5!. The values ofu for the 50-layer film are
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 also shows the temperature dep
dence ofu taken from our x-ray measurements on the b
sample. BelowTc , the magnitudes ofu in thick films and in
the bulk sample are in good agreement.

B. Nonchiral SmC liquid crystals

In the high temperature range of the SmC phase, thick
films of nonchiral SmC liquid crystals are oriented by wea
electric fields. The orientation of the tilt plane is the same
for ferroelectric SmC* films: the applied electric field orient
n so that the tilt plane andE are parallel. In thick nonchira
SmC ~as well as in ferroelectric SmC* ) films we observed
an abrupt change in the tilt plane orientation nearTc . Figure
6 demonstrates the change of the optical reflection inten
near the reorientation temperature of the film. AtT,Ti the
tilt plane is oriented perpendicular to the direction of t
electric field. In SmC films of DOBHOP, such a behavior i
observed belowTi in a narrow temperature range (DT
,1 °C).

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the reflectivity minimumlo

in the electric field applied parallel (Euu , open circles! and perpen-
dicular (E' , closed circles! to the light polarization direction
~NOBAMBC!. The straight line was drawn according to the da
for temperatures above the surface transition temperature (Euu , up-
right triangles,E' inverted triangles!.
-

at
le.
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s
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DOBHOP molecules have a small dipole moment.
study the dependence of the orientation of the SmC films on
the value of molecular dipoles, we investigated the mixtu
of DOBHOP with a C2 compound possessing a relativ
large dipole moment perpendicular to the long molecu
axis. At high temperatures the tilt plane is oriented paralle
E ~Fig. 7!. Below the reorientation temperature (Ti), thick
aligned films may be obtained in the whole temperat
range of the SmC phase.

At high and low temperatures we did not observe a
orientation of the two-layer film in weak electric fields. Th
means that the possible mechanisms of the smectic-C film
orientation in weak electric fields have to be applied for th
films.

FIG. 6. Optical reflection intensity for DOBHOP nearTi

578.2 °C~heating of the sample,N570). The measurements wer
made at a wavelength near the reflectivity minimum (l.lm

220 nm).

FIG. 7. Optical reflection intensities for the SmC liquid crystal
DOBHOP with the smectic compound C2~12%! at T576.4 °C~a!
and T575.5 °C ~c!. ~b! The solid curve shows the temperatu
range from T575.9–T575.7 °C ~cooling of the sample!. The
change in the orientation of the film is observed~solid line, Ei).
The dotted line is the change of the intensity for theE' field. l
.lm220 nm andN562.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Due to surface, tension~suppressing bending fluctuation!
and specific interactions on the surface, the molecules ti
a temperature about 20 °C above the bulk transition temp
ture @7,8#. One can most plausibly say that in free stand
smectic-C films we have extraordinary phase transitions
the presence of a surface fieldH1 , and therefore the expres
sions given in Sec. II for this case can be applied. Unfor
nately, we can find no guidance from experimental or th
retical sources for choosing all phenomenologi
coefficients that appear in these expressions. Thus the
mary function of this section must be to give a qualitati
interpretation of our results, and to demonstrate the poss
ity of ferroelectric ordering in basically nonchiral systems,
opposed to proving exactly its existence.

As we have already said, the inhomogeneous smectC
ordering taking place in free standing films is responsible
ferroelectric properties. This inhomogeneous ordering ph
cally means that over a large region of thicknesses of
standing films, the films can be considered as some effec
interfaces. It is typical for liquid crystals@23# that the width
of the interface of experimental mesogenes is 40–100 ti
the length of molecules. We observed an example of how
presence of an interface may induce a type of ordering in
inhomogeneous region~for free standing films it may be th
whole thickness of the system! that does not occur in the
bulk phases. Analogous phenomena are also known
Langmuir monolayers where chiral symmetry can be spo
neously broken@24#, and this leads to a chiral phase com
posed of nonchiral molecules. In fact, for a thick free sta
ing film the top and bottom layers are each equivalent
Langmuir monolayers.

Let us proceed further to describe theoretically the res
presented above~Sec. III! concerning the behavior of SmC
and SmC* films in electric fields. Our interpretation of thes
results is based on the configurations shown in Fig. 8. H
we indicate the layer structures of the films below~a! and
above@~b! and ~c!# the bulk transition temperature. Every
where over the SmC temperature range of the film the tilt i
a function of the distance from the surface. The symmetry
the structure allows the existence of a polarizationP parallel
to the tilt plane. The distinctive features of the structure a
polarization properties of the free standing film depend
sentially on the temperature. According to the experimen

FIG. 8. Orientation of the molecules in thick SmC films below
~a! and above~b! and ~c! the bulk transition temperature.S- and
C-like configurations are shown for a thick film.Po is the ferroelec-
tric polarization.Pf is the flexoelectric polarization.
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observations, and remembering the theory presented ab
several temperature regions may be distinguished~Fig. 8!:
~a! low temperatures, below the bulk transition temperatu
~b! a temperature range above the bulk transition temp
ture, where SmC ordering is essential in the whole thickne
of the free standing film; and~c! high temperatures, wher
SmC ordering at the center of the film is negligibly small.

We start our discussion with the high temperature ran
In the framework of the Landau theory, the tilt is given b
expressions~1!, and ~6! presented in Sec. II. At high tem
peratures the tilt angleu decays with the distance from th
surface, and becomes very small~nearly zero! for distances
larger than the bulk correlation length~at the center of the
film if its thickness is larger than this correlation length!. As
a result the orientations of thec director in the layers of the
top part of the film are not coupled to the orientations of t
c director for the layers of the bottom part. In this case, w
respect to the SmC ordering, two parts of the film may be
considered independently of one another. Let us estimate
magnitude of the flexoelectric polarization~7!. The depen-
dence ofu on the coordinates even in the framework of t
Landau theory may be quite sophisticated~see the expres
sions given in Sec. II and Refs.@16,25,26#!. However in any
case the integrated polarization density of the film depe
mainly on the difference between the surface tilt angleus
@see Eq.~5!# or u1 @see Eq.~2!#, and the tilt angle in the
center of the filmuc which can be estimated from Eq.~1!
putting x5L/2jb and ub50. From the data for the bulk
smectic-A–smectic-C transition, one can obtainTc , jb ,
and C, and from Tcs and Eq. ~6! we can extractl. The
results allow us to neglectuc and to estimateus.0.2 rad.
Using the natural estimation for flexoelectric coefficientse
.10211 C/m @3,21#, we obtainPf.331025 C/m2 for N
550. This polarizationPf does not depend on chirality, an
has to appear both in SmC and SmC* films. However,
SmC* films have a spontaneous ferroelectric polarizat
Po . Let us compare the magnitudes ofPo and Pf . For the
50-layer film the average tilt angleu is less than 7°~Fig. 4!.
For such small angles the ferroelectric polarizationPo is less
than 131025 C/m2 for substances of the NOBAMBC typ
@22#. Our estimations show that the nonchiral~bend-induced!
polarizationPf exceeds the chiral-induced polarizationPo .
One can say that the angle between the orientations of n
est molecules due to the bending deformation is larger t
that due to the chiral~twist! deformation~the helical pitchpc
in the SmC* phase is larger than 1mm). Moreover, one
may speculate that it is always the case thatPf.Po when, at
a high temperature range (c), the effective surface correla
tion lengthjs is less than the helical pitchpc . So the behav-
ior of SmC and SmC* films in electric fields at high tem-
peratures are determined mainly by the bend-indu
polarizationPf .

In principle one can imagine configurations of two typ
depicted schematically in Fig. 8~c!. In the S-like configura-
tion the orientation ofPf is different at the top and bottom o
the film. Therefore, an electric field inevitably leads to
certain elastic deformation of the structure. This deformat
in smectic-C phases~unlike nematic phases! have a thresh-
old, i.e., to observe the orientation, the electrostatic ene
~the interaction of the dipole polarization with the extern
electric field! should be larger than the elastic deformati
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energy. Comparing both energies one can estimate
threshold field

Eth.
K

e

1

LE0

L]u

]z
dz, ~13!

whereK ande are the characteristic values of the elastic a
flexoelectric coefficients respectively, and]u/]z is deter-
mined from the order parameter profiles found in Sec. II. I
clear that the threshold field~and the electric field orientation
of free standing smectic-C films! depends essentially on th
material parameters and temperature.

In the C-like configurationPf ’s are oriented in the sam
direction. Since two parts of the film can be oriented ind
pendently, theC-like configurations are favored in the ele
tric field. The tilt arrangement of theC configuration is an-
ticlinic, i.e., the top and bottom of the film are tilted i
opposite directions. Note also recent ellipsometric stud
@27# where new phases of liquid crystals have been inve
gated. Among these are antiferroelectric SmCA structures
where the tilt direction alternates when going from layer
layer. It is a microscopic analog of our macroscopically a
ticlinic C configuration. However it is not possible to distin
guish between the both types of anticlinic structures, sinc
Ref. @27# only an average tilt was measured. The direction
the polarizationPf relative ton depends on the sign of th
flexoelectric constants„C or C2 configuration@Fig. 8~c!] ….
For the ideal smectic-C* structure only the second term i
Eq. ~7! makes a contribution to the flexoelectric polarizatio
The sign of this contribution is the same as the sign ofe3 for
the right-handed spiral, and is opposite to it for the le
handed one.

In any case the net polarizationPf is parallel to the tilt
plane~andc director!. Thick SmC* and SmC films are ori-
ented at high temperatures by relatively weak electric fie
~see Sec. III!. The direction of the tilt plane for both phases
parallel to the electric field~an ‘‘unusual’’ orientation for
SmC* phases!. It is clear from these data that we are deali
with orientation phenomena of the same kind. So the exp
mental behavior of films at high temperatures@Fig. 8~c!# is in
agreement with our model. However further structure stud
are needed to prove the proposedC-like structure.

Consider now the behavior of films at intermediate te
peratures@Fig. 8~b!#. In this region of parameters we obser
the ‘‘usual’’ ~with respect to the bulk SmC* samples! orien-
tation: the tilt plane is perpendicular to the direction of t
electric field. Such behavior can be attributed to the fact t
in this temperature region the SmC ordering is not small at
the center of the film, and therefore a rather strong interla
interaction stabilizes theS-like configuration. The character
istic temperature (Ti), where the change of the film orienta
tion takes place, depends on the number of layers~Fig. 3!. In
thin films ~of thickness less than the bulk correlation leng!
there is a finite tilt at the center of the film, which can
estimated from Eq.~1! for x5L/jb , and in this case the
unusual orientation cannot be realized in the whole SmC
stability region.

In the SmC* phase at low temperatures@T,Tc , Fig.
8~a!#, the usual orientation of the films is observed in elect
fields ~Sec. III!. The mechanism of the orientation is th
same as for the bulk samples. However the behavior of
he
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SmC films in electric fields is not the same for differen
substances. Thick films of DOBHOP and C2 mixture a
oriented by a weak electric field~about 3 V/cm), whereas
DOBHOP is not oriented~Sec. III!. However, in this tem-
perature range the usual orientation for DOBHOP can
achieved in much larger ac fields. The magnitude of the
electric field used for the orientation depends on the temp
ture and increases as the temperature decreases@the ampli-
tude of the ac field (23102 Hz) is about 60 V/cm atTc
2T55 °C]. Let us emphasize that when using an ac fi
the orientation of SmC* films can also be observed in optic
reflection experiments. Qualitatively it corresponds to the
timation of Eth by Eq. ~13!, since as the temperature d
creasesK/e ~andEth) should increase. In addition, we shou
bear in mind that atT,Tc we may not use a linear approx
mation leading to the order parameter profiles presente
Sec. II. Taking into account the fourth order term in t
Landau expansion, one can find, instead of Eq.~1!, the more
complicated implicit expression

z

jb
5E

u1

u

duF1

4S 12S u

ub
D 2D 2

1
xbH

ub
S u

ub
21D G21/2

. ~14!

This profile ~as well as the profiles presented in Sec. II f
T.Tc) leads to a flexoelectric polarization according to E
~7!. However, its dependences on the material parame
and temperature are more rich and sophisticated. The or
tation of the SmC films at low temperatures can also b
explained by the following mechanisms.

~1! Surface~for instance flexoelectric! polarization may
still be retained at low temperatures in SmC films. This po-
larization has to lead to the deformation of the structure
the film in electric fields~a twisting of the top and bottom
parts of the films in different directions!. As a result, the net
polarization is directed perpendicularly to the tilt plane.
deformation of such type may exist also in SmC* phases
above the bulk transition temperature whenPo is rather
small. Note also that the spatial variation of the polarizat
may result in a space charge and polarization contributio
the elastic constants@28#.

~2! Domains~striped texture! @29–31# can appear on the
surfaces of the films. The orientation of the films may d
pend on the structure of these domains. The physical me
nism which is responsible for these domain structures is
lated to the dipolar interactions. In addition, polarization c
modify the order parameter profiles~found in Sec. II! due to
dipolar interactions. One should add the interaction of
order parameter with the so-called depolarization field:

2
1

2
Ed•Pf~z!,

whereEd is the depolarization field. For a thin film of thick
nessL and otherwise infinite linear dimensions, this field
nonzero only if the direction of thePf is not parallel to the
film. Introducing the anglew between the normal vector a
the film surface andPf , one can find

Ed~z!524p« cos2 wS Pf~z!2
1

LE0

L

Pf~z!dzD ,
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where « is the corresponding component of the dielect
susceptibility. While previously~in Sec. II! the order param-
eter profile was governed by interplay of the extrapolat
lengthl and the correlation lengthjb which diverges atTc ,
it is now a lengthL21 which takes over the role ofjb :

L5S jb
221

4p« cos2 w

C D 1/2

.

It is very important that this lengthL21 remains finite atTc
and it leads to the following modification of the profile of th
order parameter~1!. In the case without depolarization field
the order parameter in the center of the filmu(z5L/2) dif-
fers from ub by exponentially small contribution only
@}exp(2L/2jb)#. In the case with dipolar interaction, takin
into account the order parameter,u(z5L/2) is depressed by
a correction of the order 1/L.

Note that in the presence of a depolarization field a ne
tive sign of the extrapolation length is not sufficient to ens
the order at the surface for temperatures exceedingTc . The
surface ordering occurs only iful21u exceeds a critical value

lc
2152coswS 4p

C D 1/2

«,

and the critical temperature at the surface is@16#

Tcs

Tc
215

C

Tc
~ ul21u22ulc

21u2!.

Thus the stronger the dipolar forces are, the more p
nounced is the reduction of the order parameter profile
the center of the free standing films.

~3! Dielectric anisotropy may be also essential in the c
of absence~or small! ferroelectric polarization. At the mo
s.
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ment the main orientation mechanism for SmC films at low
temperatures@Fig. 8~a!# is not yet clear. Further experimenta
and theoretical investigations have to be performed.

The conclusion we draw is that a nonchiral SmC structure
displaying flexoelectric properties may exist in free stand
films. The most distinctive feature of this structure is that t
tilt plane is parallel to the direction of the electric field.
nonchiral mechanism responsible for the flexoelectricity
smectics is the surface ordering, leading to spatial varia
of the tilt angle. Let us stress out that in free standing fil
the correlation length is relevant not only for the speci
thermodynamic features of the phase transition, but also
the polarization, macroscopic structure, and orientation
the film in electric fields~for example, we have seen that
js,pc , one hasPf.Po , and for js,L/2 the ‘‘unusual’’
orientation is observed!. We suggest that further experimen
tal work on free standing smectic films over a wider range
film thickness can reveal these interesting features.

Let us also again point out that the physical mechanis
providing the polarization properties of nonchiral and chi
free standing films are very different. For nonchiral syste
the polar order is in fact induced by the steric packing
anisotropic~but nonchiral! molecules, whereas in ordinar
~chiral! ferroelectric liquid crystalline phases the polar ord
is a consequence of the molecular chirality.
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